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Bonnie Huler had an accident as a young child and
lost several of her upper front baby teeth. Unfortunately,
the accident also prevented her second set from coming
in as well. She went without replacements of any kind
until she was about 13 when she got her first partial.
“I was thrilled just to have something that looked
like teeth,” says Bonnie. “Since then I’ve replaced that
partial several times. It seems they last about ten
to twelve years before they eventually break or no
longer fit. I was at that point again when I found
Dr. Mohtashami of All Bright Dental.
“His approach was completely different; it involved
an implant secured permanent denture (All-OnFour), for my upper arch, and a single implant with a
combination of porcelain crowns and veneers for my
lower arch. He explained his treatment plan in great
detail, backed it up with beautiful photos of similar cases
he had done and said he could give me this gorgeous
smile in just a few visits! I was all in.
“As you can see my smile makeover has turned out
beautiful. I get complements nearly every day. I
love it. I’ve been telling all my friends how
wonderful this office is. The team
is sweet and kind, the office is
very comfortable, and Dr.
Mohtashami is the best.
He’s kind, gentle and
very talented. I’ll
never go anywhere
else again.”

SINGLE or MULTIPLE DENTAL IMPLANTS, IMPLANT SECURED PARTIALS and DENTURES

Improved appearance. Dental implants look and feel

Improved oral health. Dental implants don’t require

like your own teeth. And because they are designed to fuse
with bone, they become permanent.

reducing other teeth, as a tooth-supported bridge does.
Because nearby teeth are not altered to support the
implant, more of your own teeth are left intact, improving
your long-term oral health. Individual implants also allow
easier access between teeth, improving oral hygiene.
Implant don’t get cavities and never need a root canal.

Improved speech. With poor-fitting dentures, the teeth
can slip within the mouth causing you to mumble or slur
your words. Dental implants allow you to speak without
the worry that your teeth might slip.

Improved comfort. Because they become part of you,
implants eliminate the discomfort of removable dentures.

Easier eating. Sliding dentures can make chewing
difficult. Dental implants function like your own teeth,
allowing you to eat your favorite foods with confidence
and without pain.

Durability. Implants are very durable and will last many
years. With good care, many implants last a lifetime.

Convenience. Removable dentures are just that;
removable. Dental implants eliminate the embarrassing
inconvenience of removing your dentures, as well as the
need for messy adhesives to keep your dentures in place.

Improved self-esteem. Dental implants can give you
back your smile and help you feel better about yourself.

FREE Sedation

Plus...
with your dental implant procedure
$650 value!
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